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Abstract 

Objectives  The Newborn Behavioral Observations (NBO) system (Nugent, Keefer, O’Brien, 
Johnson and Blanchard, 2005) is a newly developed neurobehavioral observation tool that can be 
used by health care professionals to provide information and guidance to parents about their infant’s 
behavior and development, with the goal of promoting a positive relationship between parent and 
infant and between practitioner and family. This study was designed to evaluate the effectiveness of 
the NBO on mother-infant interaction over the first four months of life.  

Method  Forty primaparous mothers and their healthy full-term infants were randomized into 
experimental or control groups.  The experimental group participated in the NBO in the hospital at 
two days and in the home at one month.  At four months, 17 control dyads and 19 experimental 
dyads were videotaped in their homes in a semi-structured play episode.  This was coded and 
scored, using the CARE-Index Scoring System to measure the quality of parent-child interaction 
(Crittenden).  

Results   The results show that mothers who participated in the NBO intervention were four times 
more likely to be classified as “sensitive” on the CARE-Index than mothers who did not receive the 
intervention. Infants of mothers who participated in the intervention were six times more likely to be 
classified as responsive – “cooperative” – in the context of mother-infant interactions, as compared 
to control group infants. Adjusting for all other covariates, older mothers were slightly more likely to 
be rated as “sensitive”.  

Conclusion The results of this randomized study demonstrate that the NBO is effective in 
strengthening the relationship between parents and their infants.  In this study, the NBO was used 
with parents to create a profile of their baby’s behavioral repertoire, and thus enabled the clinician 
to provide important information to parents about their baby and identify the kind of support and 
stimulation needed to promote positive parent-infant interaction.  

Introduction and Aims

Research shows that contingent maternal interactions between mothers and their infants are related 
to better social and cognitive competence and to the formation of secure attachment in infants 
(Grossmann and Grossmann, 1991; Van den Boom, 1994; Mertesacker et al. 2004).  This study is 
based on the assumption that sensitizing parents to their newborn’s capacities and individuality, will 
foster the development of contingent interactions between parents and infants and thus prevent 
the compounding of interactional problems which occur if the caregiving environment is unable 
to adjust adequately to meet the infant’s needs (Brazelton & Nugent, 1987; Field, 1987; Beeghly 
et al, 1993; Sameroff, 1993; Van den Boom, 1994; Stern, 1995; Bruschweiler-Stern, 1998; Nugent 
and Brazelton, 2000; Shonkoff and Phillips, 2000; Als et al. 2003; Nugent and Blanchard, 2005; Van 
Doesum, 2005).  

The goal of this study was to evaluate the efficacy of the NBO as a teaching and relationship-
building tool for health care professionals.  Specifically, this randomized study examined the efficacy 
of the NBO in promoting positive mother-infant interactions in the early months of life.

Methods: 

Forty primaparous mothers and their healthy full-term infants were recruited in 
two hospital settings, a community hospital and an urban hospital.  The mothers 
had no perinatal complications, while the infants were all between 38 and 41 
weeks gestational age, with birthweights above 2500 gms and Apgar scores no 
less that 9 at 10 minutes.  Subjects were randomly assigned to experimental and 
control groups.  The control group (n=20) received the routine care practiced in the 
respective hospital nurseries at the time of the study.  They were visited in their 
homes at one month and filled out a series of questionnaires.  The experimental 
group (n=20) participated in the NBO intervention in the hospital and in the 
home setting at one month.  The NBO was administered by either of three child 
development specialists, all of whom had been trained by the first author in the 
administration of the NBO. 

The Intervention

The NBO was administered in the hospital within the first two days of life and 
again in the home at one month.  The NBO consists of a set of 18 neurobehavioral 
observations that describe the newborn’s capacities and behavioral adaptation from 
birth to the third month of life and provides parents with individualized guidance 
on caregiving based on these behavioral observations (Figure 1). Because it is 
conceptualized as a participatory interactive session, the NBO was administered 
in the presence of the parents and with the parents as active participants. Each 
session began with the clinician using light and sound stimuli to observe the 
infant’s capacity for habituation or sleep protection.  The clinician then proceeded 
to elicit reflexes and to examine the infants motor behavior, followed by the infant’s 
capacity to respond to animate and inanimate visual and auditory stimuli.  If the 
infant cried, the amount of crying and the ease or difficulty of consolability was 
observed, while the infant’s overall state regulation and response to stress was also 
examined.  Finally, clinician and parent discussed the implications of the baby’s 
responses for the management of sleep, feeding, crying or infant stimulation and 
together they identifed the kinds of caregiving techniques that were more likely 
to foster and promote the baby’s adaptation to his/her new environment.  The 
NBO itself took about 7-10 minutes to administer but was typically followed by 
discussion and guidance, so that the length of the session varied, depending on the 
needs of the individual family.

Outome (Four months)

The CARE-Index (Crittenden, 1981, 1998) was administered in the home when the infants were four 
months of age, by an examiner who had been trained to reliability in its administration and coding, 
according to the criteria laid down by Crittenden.  The CARE-Index is designed to assess the level of 
sensitivity in parent-infant interaction.  The mother-infant dyads were videotaped in a semi-structured 
play setting.  The behaviors of both mother and infant were coded, reviewed and scored, with 14 points 
assigned to parent and infant respectively.  Mothers’ scores were then summarized on an overall 
Sensitivity Scale and infant behavior was summarized in terms of overall Cooperativeness Scale.  The 
two summary scores were used in the final linear regression analysis.

Results

At four months post-partum, 18 experimental and 17 control mother-infant dyads made up the 
final sample.  The remaining five families had either moved or could not be contacted.  There were 
no significant differences between the control and experimental groups in the infant, parent or 
demographic background measures.  The two Care Index variables were analyzed as categorical 
outcomes. The proportion of mothers classified as “sensitive” in the experiment group (50%) was 
approximately twice as high as the proportion in the control group (24%), while the proportion of 
infants who were classified as “cooperative” (50%)  was amore that twice as high as the proportion 
of infants whose mothers were in the control group (18%). However, these differences were only 
borderline significant (p.<10).  

We then conducted multiple logistic regression analysis to further explore the differences 
between experimental and control subjects with regards to the binary “Mother Sensitive” and 
“Baby Cooperative” outcomes. Variables considered potential confounders included mother’s 
age (continuous), hospital of birth (1 vs. 2, baseline = 2), attending clinician (1 or 2 vs. 3), mother’s 
educational level (high school or lower level education vs. college education). We also fitted some 
models including feeding type and delivery type, however these models did not converge due to the 
scarcity of the data.

The Final Model: results for both outcomes
 
Considering the potential confounding effect of hospital and mom’s age, we included these in the 
final model. In our data, clinician and hospital were highly correlated, so that clinician was excluded 
from the final model.  The Odds Ratio for the association between intervention and “mother sensitive” 
adjusted for hospital and mom’s age was 4.95 (95% CI = 0.89, 27.54), suggesting that intervention 
mothers were four times more likely to be rated as being “sensitive” than mothers who did not 
receive the intervention. The Odds Ratio for the association between intervention group and “baby 
cooperative”, adjusted for hospital and mother’s age was 6.56 (95% CI = 1.14, 37.71), suggesting that 
babies whose mothers participated in the NBO intervention were six times more likely to be rated 
as responsive – “cooperative” – in the context of mother-infant interactions, as compared to control 
group infants.  Given adjustment for all other covariates, older mothers were slightly more likely to be 
rated as “sensitive”.   The chance of mothers being rated as “sensitive” increased 1.20 with each year of 
increasing age and the chance of their babies being rated as responsive (cooperative) increased by 1.15 
with one year of increasing age. In addition, mothers seen at hospital 2 had a higher chance of being 
rated as “sensitive” and of their babies of being rated as not being responsive (“non-cooperative”).

Summary: 

• Mothers who participated in the NBO were four times more likely to be classified as “sensitive” in 
their interactions with their children than mothers who did not participate in the NBO
• Infants of mothers who participated in the NBO were six times more likely to be classified as 
“cooperative” in their interactions with their mothers, than infants whose mothers did not participate 
in the NBO sessions.

Conclusions

The Newborn Behavioral Observations (NBO) system was designed to 
sensitize parents to their newborn’s capacities and individuality, with the goal 
of promoting positive interactions between parent and child (Nugent, Keefer, 
O’Brien, Johnson and Blanchard, 2005).  Although the sample size is small, the 
results of this randomized study support the use of the NBO as an effective 
tool for pediatric professionals to strengthen the relationship between parents 
and their infants. In this study, the NBO was used with parents to create a 
profile of their baby’s behavioral repertoire, and thus enabled the clinician to 
provide important information to parents about their baby and their baby’s 
communication cues and to identify the kind of support needed to promote 
positive parent-infant interaction. These findings suggest that because the 
NBO is infant-focused and family-centered, and assumes an individualized 
approach to the newborn infant and parent, it may be a useful tool for 
pediatric professional, because it is short, flexible and can easily be integrated 
into routine care in hospital, clinic or home settings.

Based on 25 years of research with the Neonatal Behavioral Assessment 
Scale (NBAS) (Brazelton, 1973; Brazelton and Nugent, 1995), the NBO system 
has been developed specifically for clinicians caring for newborn infants 
in hospital, clinic or home settings.  The Newborn Behavioral Observations 
(NBO) system (Nugent, Keefer, O’Brien, Johnson, Blanchard, 2005) is an 
individualized infant-focused, family-centered observational set and can be 
used by practitioners to describe an infant’s competencies and individuality.  
It is a brief neurobehavioral observation, consisting of 18 behavioral and 
reflex items, designed to examine the newborn’s physiological, motor, 
state, and social capacities over the first three months of life.  Because it 
is conceptualized as a participatory interactive session, the NBO is always 
administered in the presence of the parents and with the parents as active 
participants. The information derived from the NBO is used as a form of 
anticipatory guidance since it can help parents make informed choices about 
caregiving.  In sum, this joint observation provides a forum for parents and 
clinicians to observe and interpret the newborn’s behavior.  It is designed 
to help parents read their baby’s communication cues and is designed 
to promote a positive relationship between parents and their infants and 
between clinician and parents, from the very beginning.

Figure 1
Newborn Behavioral Observations (NBO) system 

(Nugent, Keefer, O’Brien, Johnson & Blanchard) 
Name____________________ Baby’s Gender ____ Date of Birth _______Date______ 

Gestational Age  _____Weight ________ APGAR_________ Parity   _______________    

Type of feeding ________ Setting________Practitioner’s name___________________ 
_______________________

BEHAVIOR OBSERVATION RECORD
  3                           2                          1 

ANTICIPATORY 
GUIDANCE

1. Habituation to light Habituates 
with ease      some difficulty   great difficulty 

___   Sleep regulation 

2. Habituation to sound Habituates 
with ease     some difficulty    great difficulty 

___   Sleep regulation 

3. Tone: Arms and Legs     3                           2                          1
strong      fairly strong       weak 

___   Tone 

4. Rooting strong      fairly strong       weak ___   Feeding 

5. Sucking strong      fairly strong       weak ___   Feeding 

6. Hand grasp strong      fairly strong       weak ___   Strength/ Contact 

7. Shoulder and neck tone strong      fairly strong      weak ___   Robustness 

8. Crawl strong      fairly strong       weak ___   Sleep positioning 

9. Response to face and voice     3                           2                          1
 very responsive   moderate    not responsive 

___   Social interaction 

10. Visual response (to face) very responsive   moderate    not responsive ___   Social readiness 

11. Orientation to voice very responsive   moderate    not responsive ___   Voice recognition 

12. Orientation to sound very responsive   moderate    not responsive ___   Hearing & attention 

13. Visual Tracking very responsive   moderate    not responsive ___   Vision/stimulation 

14. Crying     3                           2                          1
very little      moderate amount         a lot 

___   Crying 

15. Soothability easily consoled    moderate      with difficulty ___   Soothability 

16. State regulation     3                           2                          1
well-organized    moderate        not organized 

___   Temperament 

17. Response to stress:
      color, tremors, startles well-organized    moderate         very stressed ___  Stimulation threshold 

18. Activity level well modulated    mixed   very high/very low  ___   Need for support 

Behavioral Profile (Strengths and Challenges)

Anticipatory Guidance (Key Points)www.brazelton-institute.com
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